We are excited to announce that in April 2018; the SIDES Training Seminar will be held as a part of the Unemployment Insurance Integrity Symposium.

Planning has begun to offer attendees a great lineup of speakers and topics directly related to SIDES and UI Integrity. To help us to plan and make sure that we are meeting all your expectations, we are reaching out to you for volunteers to present at this joint event.

Some of the SIDES topics currently being considered:
- Integration of SIDES exchanges into benefit systems
- Best practices for marketing SIDES E-Response
- Educating employers about the various SIDES exchanges and UI integrity
- Process improvements without IT intervention
- SIDES technical solutions, such as single sign-on

Presenting is a fantastic experience and if you have ever attended a past event, you know that the quality of speakers is extremely high. Here are a few of the things that we are looking for:
1. Have a great story to tell and a passion for sharing your knowledge with others
2. Demonstrate ways to address common challenges
3. Provide clear successful use cases, best practices, teachings and how-to’s
4. Ability to highlight a return of investment and/or benefits your team has seen

If you would be willing to present, please send an email to uisides@itsc.org with your contact information and a brief description of what your presentation would include.

Have a topic that you would like to learn more about or a challenge that you would like to hear how other states are overcoming? Send an email to uisides@itsc.org.